We investigate the measurement-only topological quantum computation (MOTQC) approach proposed by Bonderson et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 010501 (2008)] where the braiding operation is shown to be equivalent to a series of topological charge "forced measurements" of anyons. In a forced measurement, the charge measurement is forced to yield the desired outcome (e.g. charge 0) via repeatedly measuring charges in different bases. This is a probabilistic process with a certain success probability for each trial. In practice, the number of measurements needed will vary from run to run. We show that such an uncertainty associated with forced measurements can be removed by simulating the braiding operation using a fixed number of three measurements supplemented by a correction operator. Furthermore, we demonstrate that in practice we can avoid applying the correction operator in hardware by implementing it in software. Our findings greatly simplify the MOTQC proposal and only require the capability of performing charge measurements to implement topologically protected transformations generated by braiding exchanges without physically moving anyons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Anyons are excitations of topological phases and exhibit exotic exchange statistics [1, 2] , different from either fermions or bosons. In particular, non-Abelian anyons which obey noncommutative exchange statistics can be used to encode and process quantum information in the associated topological degenerate subspace for topological quantum computation (TQC). Such a subspace is characterized by topology, and is robust against local perturbations. This intrinsic error-protection holds great promise for fault-tolerant topological quantum computation and has triggered a lot of interest in searching for non-Abelian anyons.
Examples of non-Abelian anyons with realistic proposals of physical setups include Majorana [3] [4] [5] and parafermion zero modes [6] . Several experiments have found convincing evidence of the existence of Majorana zero modes in systems of semiconductor nanowires in proximity to a superconductor [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and magnetic adatomic chains placed on the surface of a superconductor [12] . Recently, the characteristic exponential energy splitting of Majorana zero modes has been observed in proximity-induced superconducting Coulomb islands [13] . Such an exponential protection implies that quantum information can be encoded in the degenerate topological states in a nonlocal manner. Rotations on the logical space can be performed through braiding exchanges of Majorana modes, which only depend on the topology of the braiding path and are robust against local noise [1] . However, the set of operations is limited to Clifford gates and is not complete for universal quantum computation.
Z N parafermion zero modes [6, 14] are generalizations of Majorana fermions (MFs) which correspond to the case N = 2. There have been several proposals to realize parafermions using quantum Hall states [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and coupled wires [21] [22] [23] all of which involve strong electronelectron interactions in some form. In addition to the proposals in condensed matter settings, twist defects [24] introduced in the Z N toric code model have a quantum dimension of √ N and behave as parafermions for general N [25] [26] [27] . Compared to Majorana fermions, parafermions provide a denser set of qudit rotations. Recently, a 2D lattice model of Z 3 parafermions is shown to support more exotic Fibonacci anyons [28] which enable the universal set of gates. Therefore, parafermions are computationally more powerful and could potentially lead to the solution for universal topological quantum computation [29] .
The exciting progress of experiments and theoretical ideas around Majorana fermions and parafermions motivates us to go beyond how to search for those exotic anyons and look into how to manipulate them for the purpose of 1) demonstrating non-Abelian exchange statistics as a short-term mission and 2) implementing quantum algorithms with topological quantum gates as a long-term goal. Traditional approach of TQC involves encoding in the topological protected subspace, initialization and readout of the logical qubits/qudits via measurements of topological charges, and braiding operations to implement the quantum gates by slowly moving anyons around each other. Braiding has to be slow enough compared to the time scale set by the energy gap to avoid exciting quasiparticles, and fast enough compared to the time scale set by the residual energy splitting between topological degenerate states [30] . This makes braiding a challenging task.
Alternatively, braiding can be done using either interaction-based proposals [31, 32] or a measurementonly approach [33] [34] [35] without physically moving anyons. These two approaches are shown to be equivalent [36] and they can avoid diabatic errors associated with moving anyons. In particular, measurement-only approach will allow us to concentrate on improving measurement fidelity alone because that is the only type of operation required for MOTQC in order to initialize, braid and read-out topological qubits/qudits. However, the MOTQC proposal uses a series of topological charge forced measurements to simulate braiding. Each forced measurement is a probabilistic "repeat-until-success" process, and hence has an inherent uncertainty with respect to the number of operations. This poses a challenge to synchronize the clock for computations running in parallel.
In this paper, we propose a forced-measurementfree measurement-based braiding (FMF-MBB) protocol. Each braiding exchange can be simulated by performing three measurements supplemented by a correction operator. Using the examples of Majorana fermions and parafermions, we show that the correction operator compensates for charge transfers among anyons occurred during the three measurements. Furthermore, we demonstrate that we can apply the correction operator in software which greatly simplifies the protocol. We show explicitly how to apply the FMF-MBB protocol to the demonstration of braiding statistics and measurementonly TQC.
II. MEASUREMENT-BASED BRAIDING WITHOUT FORCED MEASUREMENTS

A. Diagrammatic Representation
Following Refs. [33, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , we employ a diagrammatic representation of anyonic states and operators to describe a general anyon model. This representation encapsulates the topological properties of anyons independent of specific physical model. In general, an anyon model is defined by 1) a set C of topological charges a, b, c, · · · ∈ C carried by anyons, 2) fusion rules specifying how topological charges are splitted or combined, and 3) braiding rules specifying what happens to the anyonic state once two anyons exchange positions. There is a unique vacuum charge I which has trivial fusion and braiding rules. For each charge a, there exists a unique conjugate chargē a which can be generated from vacuum I together with a. The associative fusion algebra defines the fusion rules as
where the fusion multiplicity N 
where d a is the quantum dimension of charge a and µ = 1, 2, . . . , N c ab is the vertex label of basis. Most anyon models of physical interest and which are the ones we will consider have no fusion multiplicity, i.e., N c ab = 0 or 1, and therefore we will leave the vertex label µ implicit hereafter. The state space involving more than one fusion or splitting obeys associativity determined by F -moves
where
The counter-clockwise braiding operator can be represented diagrammatically
where R ab c is the phase acquired after exchanging charges a and b which fuse together into charge c.
In this paper, we consider projective measurements of topological charges and physical examples include interferometry measurements [1, 39, [41] [42] [43] , topological blockade readout of topological charge [44] , magnetic flux controlled parity readout using a top-transmon system [30] , and electric charge sensing using a quantum point contact or a quantum dot [45] . In the diagrammatic representation, the projector of two anyons with charges a 1 and a 2 projected onto collective charge b 12 is given by
B. FMF-MBB Protocol
The key insight of the MOTQC protocol is to teleport anyonic state via projective measurements [33] . As shown in Fig. 1(a) , one can first initialize the ancilla anyons a 2 and a 3 into the collective charge b 23 . Then, one can perform a projective measurement of the collective charge b 12 of a 1 and a 2 [ Fig. 1(b) ]. It is apparent that anyonic state encoded in a 1 is teleported to a 3 if b 12 = b 23 . In the case that b 12 = b 23 , one can go back to the initialization step and then measure b 23 and then b 12 again. Such a process can be repeated until the desired outcome b 12 = b 23 is obtained. This is the so-called forced measurement [33] .
(a) In general, without imposing forced measurements, at each step in Fig. 1 (b)-(d) there will be charge transfers between anyons [30, 36] in addition to the anyonic state teleportation. This is the essence of our FMF-MBB protocol: we accept and keep track of the measurement results we obtain in Fig. 1(b) - (d), and supplement the final state with a correction operation to undo the charge transfers as shown in Fig. 1 (e). The resulting state is the same as the initial state in Fig. 1 (a) except that a 1 and a 4 are exchanged. Using Eq. (7), we can write down the product of three-projective-measurement (TPM) operatorM 14,23 describing the projectors in Fig. 1 
where N 1 is the normalization factor. Note that Π (23) b23 is not part of the TPM operator.
To further proceed with the calculation, it is essential to restrict ourselves to the case that the intermediate collective charges b 23 , b 12 , b 24 andb 23 are Abelian; otherwise the resulting operation will not be unitary and hence can not simulate braiding exchange [36] . This includes the Ising and Z N parafermion models but not the Fibonacci anyon model. Using the identities defined by F −moves in Eqs. (4)- (5) and the Abelian-ness of b 12 and b 24 , we can move A and D to merge with D and A respectively, and there is only an additional phase factor
where g = b 12 ×b 24 and a 5 = a 4 × a 2 × a 3 . Using Eq. (5), we can rewrite Eq. (9) aŝ
where h =b 23 ×b 23 . Eq. (10) 
Eq. (11) is applicable to models of either anyons or defects [40] which exhibit interesting projective non-Abelian statistics as long as the collective charges b 23 , b 12 , b 24 andb 23 are Abelian.
C. Effective Braiding for Parafermions
To dis-entangle the effective braiding from the charge transfers, we apply the result to the Z N parafermion model [6, 14] which is physically relevant (N = 2 is the Majorana fermion case). For Z N parafermions, there are N fusion states |q of two parafermions σ, where q = 0, . . . , N − 1 is the Abelian charge (defined modulo N ). The F -matrix of parafermions is given by [19, 40, 46] [
where a and b are Abelian charges. Plugging Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), we havê
where φ is an overall phase. In addition, the braiding and parity operators of parafermion modes γ i and γ j act on the fusion states in the following wayŝ
Using Eq. (14), we can express Eq. (13) in operator form
b23 .
(15) Now, we supplement a correction operatorĈ 
Eq. (17) is the central result of our paper and the key insight here is to undo the charge transfers occurred during the measurements to realize the desired braiding operation. Taking N = 2, Eq. (16) is consistent with our previous results of Majorana fermions [27] obtained using a wave-function approach.
III. HOW TO APPLY THE CORRECTION OPERATORĈ?
A. Hardware-Implemented Correction Operator
In principle, it is possible to apply the correction operatorĈ in a topologically protected way on the hardware. For the special case of Majorana fermions, one possible approach is to use the Aharonov-Casher (AC) effect [47, 48] . The parity operatorP ij is the Pauliσ z operator in the logical space of MFs γ i and γ j . ApplyingP ij imprints a π-phase difference between the logical state |0 ij and |1 ij . This can be achieved using the setup for the interferometry experiments proposed by Clarke and Shtengel [49] , and Grosfeld and Stern [50] . The Majorana modes are hosted by the inner superconducting island using the Majorana wire approach [4, 5] . A Josephson vortex (fluxon) can be generated on demand in the circular Josephson junction and driven to circulate the loop by an applied supercurrent [48, [51] [52] [53] . Looping the fluxon around the inner superconducting island once will lead to a phase πQ/2e due to the AC effect [47, 48, 54] , where Q is the charge on the island. Therefore, an exact π-phase difference will be produced between |0 ij and |1 ij states, which is equivalent to applying the parity operator.
B. Software-Implemented Correction Operator
For quantum computation with Z N parafermions, we show that the correction operator can be applied in software to completely avoid potential errors introduced by the hardware approach, similar to how Pauli operations can be implemented in surface codes [55] . In particular, we consider the implementation of correction operators in software in three cases. Since braiding is the building block of topological quantum computation, we first show the case of how to implement correction operator in software for a set of two braidings. Next, we study the case of implementing correction operator in software for a braiding operation followed by a charge measurement. Those two cases form the building blocks for the third case of applying in software correction operators in a generic computation comprising Clifford gates and charge measurements.
Case A: two braidings
Suppose we want to implement a braiding operationR i1i4 to exchange computational parafermions i 1 and i 4 using ancilla parafermions i 2 and i 3 , which is followed by the braiding exchangeR j1j4 of computational parafermions j 1 and j 4 using ancilla j 2 and j 3 . We consider general braidings, and hence computational parafermion i 1 or i 4 can be the same as j 1 or j 4 . The same holds for ancilla parafermions i 2 , i 3 , j 2 and j 3 . However, ancilla parafermions are solely used for assisting braiding and are different from computational parafermions. According to Eq. (17), these two braidings can be simulated by FMF-MBB protocol
where (19) keep track of intermediate charge transfers. Hereafter, we neglect the trivial overall phase factor. The TPM operator for parafermions is given bŷ
where the projective charge measurement of parafermions can be expressed in terms of the parity operator
Parafermions obey the commutation relation
where sgn(q − p) shows the importance of the relative ordering of γ q and γ p when ω −1 = ω. Without loss of generality, we assume j 1−4 ≤ i 1−4 in the relative ordering of parafermion modes [14] .
Here, g i = b i1i2 ×b i2i4 and h i =b i2i3 ×b i2i3 are the charge transfers between parafermions i 1 -i 4 expressed in terms of the charge readouts. To simplify the above expression, we introduce the short-hand notations
The intermediate charge measurement results are implicitly in the short-hand notations, and we can express Eq. (24)-Eq. (27) as
is the difference between the charge measurement results before and after commuting C i through M j . It is dependent on the intermediate measurement results encoded in g i and h i from the first TMP operator, and that whether the two set of parafermions are the same or not. Therefore, the effect of postponing the correction operator is to have updated intermediate measurement results in the second TPM operator.
2. Case B: a braiding followed by a charge measurement
Next, we consider the case of a braiding operation R i followed by a charge measurement Π j . R i realizes the braiding exchange between computational parafermions i 1 and i 4 assisted by the ancilla parafermions i 2 and i 3 . According to Eq. (17), R i can be simulated by a TPM operator M i followed by a correction operator C i , where
measures the collective charge c j1j4 of computational parafermions j 1 and j 4 , which can be the same as i 1 or i 4 but not i 2 and i 3 . The operator for this case can be written as
Again, we assume j 1,4 ≤ i 1−4 in the relative ordering of parafermion modes After commuting the correction operator through the charge measurement operator using Eq. (22), we have
where (38) encodes the change of the final measurement result due to commuting the correction operator through.
Case C: general computation
Now, for a general computation comprised of Clifford gates, we can break it down to a series of braiding operations R i , i = 1, . . . , m, followed by a set of final projective measurements Π = (Π 1 , Π 2 , . . . , Π n ) on the logical qudits to extract information as shown in Fig. 2(a) (we defer the discussion of non-Clifford gates to next section). Here, each braiding operation involves two computational parafermions and two ancilla parafermions, and each charge measurement involves two computational parafermions. For simplicity, we keep the indices of the parafermions implicit in the definition of R i and Π.
According to Eq. (17), each braiding operation R i can be simulated by a combination of a TPM operator M i and a correction operator C i as shown in Fig. 2(b) . According to the discussion in Sec. III B 1, we can commute C m−1 through M m , which then becomes M m . In general, for M i we need to commute C 1 , . . . , C i−1 through and M i becomes M i with a set of updated charge measurements
where b i is the set of charge measurements of M i and ∆ i (g k , h k ) is defined in Eq. (32), encoding the change due to commuting C k through M i [56] . Fig. 2(c) illustrates the effect of commuting all the correction operators through the TPM operators.
In the final step of software-implemented correction operator, we commute all the correction operators through the final set of logic measurements Π following Sec. III B 2. According to Eq. (35) to Eq. (38), charge measurement Π j in Π will become Π j with updated charge measurement result
where η j (g k , h k ) is defined in Eq. (38) , encoding the change due to commuting C k through Π j [57] . Once commuted through the final measurements, the correction operators have no impact on the computation any more. The final result of software-implemented correction operators is shown in Fig. 2(d) .
Therefore, the general procedure for carrying out a computation in Fig. 2(a) is to follow the steps in Fig. 2(d) and record the charge measurement results (b 1 , . . . , b m ) of the TPM operators as well as the final measurements (c 1 , . . . , c n ). In order to extract the actual logic measurement results (c 1 , . . . , c n ), we can do postprocessing in two steps. First, using Eq. (39) we can perform a backtracking to find (b 1 , . . . , b m ) . For instance, b 1 is the same as b 1 , which can be used to compute ∆ 2 (g 1 , k 1 ) . Then, b 2 can be calculated using b 2 and ∆ 2 (g 1 , k 1 ). For general i, we use all the previously calculated b 1,...,i−1 to compute ∆ i (g k , h k ) (k = 1, . . . , i − 1), which is further used to find b i . This way, we can calculate (b 1 , . . . , b m )  using (b 1 , . . . , b m ) . The second step of postprocessing is to compute η j (g k , h k ) using (b 1 , . . . , b m ) . Then Eq. (40) will give us the desired actual measurements (c 1 , . . . , c n ). We summarize the postprocessing backtracking algorithm below. It runs in linear time in the number of braiding operations and hence can be carried out efficiently. This is the essence of the software-assisted FMF measurement-based braiding. Fig. 2(a) 1
Algorithm 1 Postprocessing Backtracking Algorithm
5: (g1, h1, . . . , gm, hm) → ηj(gi, hi) [Eq. (38)] 7: for j = 1 to n do 
IV. DEMONSTRATION OF NON-ABELIAN STATISTICS WITH FMF-MBB PROTOCOL
Now, we show how to apply our software-assisted FMF-MBB protocol to the task of demonstrating nonAbelian statistics of Majorana fermions. We do this by considering the two simplest examples of braiding experiments involving a single braiding exchange and two braiding exchanges.
A. Single-Braiding Experiment Fig. 3(a) shows the usual way of using a single braiding exchange to demonstrate non-Abelian statistics of Majorana fermions in three steps. First, Majorana pairs of (1, 5) and (4, 6) are initialized in the even parity states. Then MFs 1 and 4 are moved physically to exchange their positions [45] . Finally, the fermion charge b 15 of the pair (1,5) is measured. Ideally, the parity of b 15 has 50% probability to be even or odd, which is a direct evidence of the non-Abelian statistics of Majorana fermions. Fig. 3(b) shows the approach of FMF-MBB using ancilla Majorana fermions a 2 and a 3 . We replace the physical exchange of MFs 1 and 4 by the software-assisted FMF-MBB which is followed by a final charge measurement of the pair (1, 5) . The parity of b 15 can be different from that of b 15 . The operator describing the usual braiding in Fig. 3(a) is given bŷ
Using Eq. (17), we can replace the braiding operator by the set of three measurements shown in Fig. 3(b) followed by the correction operator (ignoring the trivial phase factor)F
After commuting the correction operator through the final charge measurement, we havê
Therefore, for the single braiding experiment, one just needs to follow the steps depicted in Fig. 3(b) and the actual charge b 15 is connected to the measured charged b 15 via Eq. (46).
B. Double-Braiding Experiment
The case of two braidings can be approached in a similar way as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The operator describing the action of two braiding exchanges followed by a charge readout is given byF
Using Eq. (17), we have (again, neglecting the overall phase factor) 
Finally, we can commute the two correction operators through the final charge measurement operator [Eq. (23) and Eq. (45)]
gα,hα
In the two braiding experiment using our proposed FMF-MBB protocol, we have access to the charge readouts b
from the first set of three measurements, b (β) from the second set, and the final charge readout b 15 . We can first backtrack and calculate b (β) using Eqs. (53)- (55), which yields g β and h β according to Eqs. (49)- (50) . Then a further backtracking using Eq. (56) gives us the actual parity of b 15 after two braiding exchanges. Here, the key is that the correction operator is a Pauli operator acting on the logical qubit made of two Majorana modes. The TPM operator comprises three single-qubit projective measurements, which remain projective measurements with updated measurement results after commuting Pauli operators through.
Ideally, given an initially even parity state of (1,5), b 15 has a 100% probability of flipping to the odd parity after two braidings as a direct consequence of the non-Abelian statistics of Majorana fermions. Here, the only experimental capability required is to perform quantum non-demolition (QND) readouts of the charge of Majorana pairs [45, 54] . Such a simplification will allow us not to worry about the diabatic errors associated with moving Majorana fermions and instead to concentrate on improving readout techniques. In fact, because the measurements are QND, a natural way to boost the measurement fidelity is to simply repeat the same charge readout several times. In addition, FMF-MBB protocol removes the uncertainty associated with the number of measurements in the original MBB approach, and hence is more efficient experimentally. Therefore, we believe our FMF-MBB approach can be an appealing avenue to the demonstration of non-Abelian braiding statistics.
V. MOTQC WITH FMF-MBB PROTOCOL
Finally, we outline how to adapt our FMF protocol to the more ambitious long-term goal of measurementonly topological quantum computation using Majorana fermions and parafermions. For Clifford gates, it is straightforward to apply the software-assisted FMF-MBB protocol because braiding itself is enough to carry out Clifford operations.
However, to complete the set of gates for universal quantum computation using Majorana fermions, one also needs to add the π/8-phase gate (T gate) which cannot be realized in a topologically protected way. Fortunately, there exist protocols such as "magic state distillation" to generate a high fidelityT gate. First, the distillation protocol starts with 15 approximate copies of the ancilla state |a = (|0 + e iπ/4 |1 )/ √ 2. For Majorana fermions, this can be done by initializing the state in |0 and performing a single-qubit π/4 rotation. One way to generate the single-qubit rotation is to bringing two Majorana modes together for a fixed amount of time such that the tunneling splitting imposes an approximate π/4 phase difference between |0 and |1 . Another possibility is to use hybrid systems that couple the Majorana fermions with other physical devices (e.g., tunnel junctions, flux qubits) to produce the desired ancillary states [49, 54, [58] [59] [60] . In the second step, these states are then projected onto the subspace of the Reed-Muller code [61, 62] . By subsequent stabilizer measurements, the states are encoded into a single logical qubit and it is a purified version of |a . Finally, a T gate can be applied to the data qubit after performing several Clifford operations and projective measurements on a small circuit made of the purified |a state and the data qubit [63] .
Notice that the first step to generate ancilla states is independent of how we carry out the braiding operations (no matter it is done via physical movements or our FMF-MBB protocol). However, the second and third steps do heavily depend on the details of braiding since all the Clifford operations break down to sequences of braiding exchanges. Fortunately, there are only two types of operations in the distillation protocol, namely Clifford operations and single-qubit projective measurements. Adopting the FMF-MBB protocol developed above, we can replace each braiding operator by the product of the TPM operatorM and the correction operatorĈ [Eq. (17)]. All the correction operators can then be commuted through the final measurements [Eq. (51)]. The single-qubit projective measurements remain Pauli measurements with updated measurement results dependent on the correction operators. Therefore, the same software-assisted FMF-MBB procedure outlined for the single-braiding and two-braiding experiments applies equally well to the magic state distillation protocol and hence to MOTQC using Majorana fermions.
For Z N parafermions, magic state distillation is wellstudied for the case of prime N [64] , and it was recently shown that all Clifford operations can be realized via braiding for odd N [65] . Hence, all the above discussion carries over to the scenario of TQC using odd prime N parafermions.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a protocol of measurement-based braiding without forced measurements. In particular, the braiding exchange is shown to be equivalent to a set of three measurements followed by a correction operation because we can always introduce correction operations to compensate the (topological) charge transfer during the measurement-based braiding. Furthermore, for quantum computation with Majorana fermions or parafermions, we also show that the correction operator can be applied in software similar in spirit to how the Pauli operations can be implemented in surface codes. Like the original MBB protocol, our FMF-MBB protocol removes the need for moving anyons physically and reduces the experimental requirement of braiding to the capability of performing projective measurements only. Compared to the MBB protocol, it also removes the ambiguity in the number of measurements needed to realize a single braiding operation. Finally, we show explicitly that such a simple braiding protocol can be applied to both the demonstration of non-Abelian braiding statistics and measurementbased topological quantum computation using Majorana fermions and parafermions.
